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Abstra t:

We

onsider the problem of nding a lightpath assignment for a given set of

ommuni ation requests on a multiber

wdm

opti al network with wavelength translators.

Given su h a network, and w the number of wavelengths available on ea h ber, k the number
of ber per link and

the number of partial wavelength translation available on ea h node,

our problem stands for de iding whether it is possible to nd a w -lightpath for ea h request in
the set su h that there is no link
nor node where more than

arrying more that k lightpaths using the same wavelength

wavelength translations take pla e. Our main theoreti al result

is the writing of this problem as a parti ular instan e of integral multi ommodity ow,
hen e integrating routing and wavelength assignment in the same model. We then provide
three heuristi s mainly based upon randomized rounding of fra tional multi ommodity ow
and enhan ements that are three dierent answers to the trade-o between e ien y and
tightness of approximation and dis uss their pra ti al performan es on both theoreti al and
real-world instan es.
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Multiber opti al networks,

wdm,
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multi ommodity ow, randomized rounding, heuristi .
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Routage optique dans les réseaux wdm multibres ave
onversion partielle
Résumé :
quêtes de

Nous

onsidérons le problème du routage optique d'un ensemble donné de re-

ommuni ations dans un réseau

wdm multibres ave

onversion partielle. Étant

donné un tel réseau disposant de w longueurs d'onde par bre, k bres par lien et

onver-

sions possibles par n÷ud du réseau, le problème revient à dé ider s'il est possible de trouver
un

hemin w - oloré pour

haque requête, de sorte qu'au plus w

hemins utilisent une même

longueur d'onde sur un même lien du réseau et qu'au un n÷ud n'opère plus de
Notre résultat prin ipal réside dans l'é riture de

onversions.

e problème sous la forme d'une instan e

parti ulière d'un multiot entier, intégrant dans un même modèle le routage et l'ae tation
de longueurs d'onde. Nous fournissons ensuite trois heuristiques basées sur l'arrondi aléatoire de multiots fra tionnaires, qui sont trois réponses diérentes au
ité/pré ision des approximations. Nous les validons en

ompromis e a-

omparant leur performan es sur

des instan es théoriques et d'autres, issues du monde réel.

Mots- lés :

Réseaux optiques,

arrondi aléatoire, heuristique.

wdm,

dimensionnement, multiot, multibre,

onversion,
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1 Introdu tion
1.1 Wdm opti al routing
wdm)

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (

is

urrently the most promising existing opti al

network te hnology, sin e it allows for e ient use of the high bandwidth oered by opti al
networks. Under

wdm,

xed end-to-end
major

laser beams

onne tions 

arried on dierent wavelengths are used to implement

alled lightpaths in this

ontext  in the network.

onstraint imposed by this te hnology is that dierent lightpaths

The

annot share the

same wavelength over the same ber.
This

onstraint leads to mixed routing and

oloring issues.

Therefore the

ea h ber in terms of wavelengths may be dramati ally under-exploited. To
theoreti al limitation on the e ien y of

wdm opti

apa ity of

ope with this

al networks, two major te hnologies are

deployed whi h give more exibility in the use of wavelength hen e improving the network
e ien y.
The rst

onsists in physi ally inter onne ting two nodes of the network with many

bers. This strategy is also motivated by the overwhelming

ost of tren h-digging to bury

the opti al bers

Therefore tele ommuni ation

ompared to the a tual

ost of a ber.

operators rather install multibers networks.
The other te hnique in reases the

omplexity of nodes routers by adding wavelength

translation equipment.

1.2 Wavelength translation
The use of a wavelength translator in a

wdm

network allows to

an in oming opti al beam to another wavelength.

hange the wavelength of

The wavelength translation have been

extensively studied on dierent models and has been proved that to dramati ally improve

+

the e ien y of opti al bandwidth allo ation [RM98, SAS99, ACG 01, SV00℄.
wavelength translation is a very expensive te hnology and it is not realisti
translation

apabilities to all nodes of the network.

Therefore, two prevalent approa hes are addressed in the literature

However,

to assume full-

on erning

wdm op-

ti al networks with wavelength translation: sparse translation and limited translation. In
a network with sparse wavelength translation, a fra tion of the nodes are equipped with
wavelength translators that are able to perform an arbitrary number of simultaneous translations [SAS99℄; on the other hand a network with limited translation inter onne ts nodes
whi h host wavelength translators, but these devi es

+

an only perform a limited number of

translations [ACG 01, SV00℄.

1.3 Roadmap
This work addresses the optimization of the design of multiber

mont).

limited wavelength translation (

wdm opti

al networks with

Sin e this is a multi- riteria optimization problem,

we handle it through the study of the asso iated de ision problem of lightpath assignment
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lap),

(

dened in Se tion 2.

Se tion 3 is the dedi ated to the writing of the

multi ommodity ow of reasonable size
apture more generi
4.

situations.

lap

as a

ompared to previous work [KS01℄ although we

We then propose three heuristi s algorithms in Se tion

These heuristi s are based on randomized rounding of the multi ommodity ow

lp-

relaxation, at dierent positions in the trade-o between omputational e ien y and quality
of approximation depending on how independently the variables are rounded.
validate these heuristi s in Se tion 5 by

omparing them and the exa t

We then

ilp on two theoreti

al

and one large real-world example.

2 Multiber lightpath assignment with wavelength translation
Conne tions in a

wdm

network are realized by laser beams

length. A beam rea hing a node through a ber
by the

arried on one available wave-

an be opti ally and passively dee ted

ross- onne ter and propagates toward another node through another ber without

hanging its wavelength. Alternatively the beam

+

an be  wavelength translated by any kind

of opti al or opto-ele troni al mean [YZP 00℄ before being retransmit on the egress ber.
The set of beam realizing a

onne tion is

alled a lightpath and a w -lightpath if it uses at

most w wavelengths.

Denition 1
Let G = (V ; E ) be a network, w a number of wavelengths, and u; v
A w -lightpath of G from u to v is a sequen e P of
a path in G su h that p
stops.

i

p

8

i; w

i

0

starts at u, p

is the wavelength

P

8 2 [1
i

:::

i

arrying the beam des ribing p .

V

two nodes of G.

P ℄,

p

P

i

where p

starts where p

i is
i 1

We say that P is  wavelength translated (or, shortly, translated) at ea h node where a
stops (i <

P ).

Hen e

P

is exa tly the number of wavelength translations done on P .

lap)

The lightpath assignment problem (
of

P

ends at v , and

2

+ 1 pairs (pi ; wi )i

an be stated as follows: given a network, a set

ommuni ation requests, and a given amount of resour es (wavelengths, bers, wavelength

translators), nd a lightpath for ea h request under the

onstraint that only one path

an

use a given wavelength on a given ber.
Depending on the way resour es are a

ounted, the asso iated de ision problem is written

dierently.

Denition 2 (Lightpath assignment problem)
Input: A network G = (V ; E ), a set of ommuni ation requests I , a number of wave
length w , a fun tion k : E ! N giving the number of bers on any link of G, and (a) a
fun tion

:

V

! N giving the number of translations available at any node of

maximum number of translations available in G,

Output:

max .

De ide if it is possible to nd, for ea h (x; y )

2

I,

G

or (b) the

a w -lightpath from x to y

su h that

INRIA
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1. On any link e

8 8 jf 3 (

2.

2

E,

at most k (e) lightpaths use the same wavelength:

gj 
(a) For any node
2
i;

e;

e; i)

P

u

k (e);

, the number of wavelength translations happening at u is at

V

(e);

most
or

(b) The total number of wavelength translations (

The

lap

5

PP

P ) is at most max .

8

has been extensively studied on single-ber networks ( e; k (e) = 1) with or

without wavelength translation[RM98, SAS99, KS01, SV00℄, but has not in the

ase of

multiber networks where the wavelength assignment problem as been mainly addressed
[MS00, LS00, FPR

Remark 2.1

+ 01, Riv01℄.

One should remark that a

network even in the
a part of

p

i 1.

ase where the

p

i

w -lightpath

may follow a non-simple path in the

paths are simple. For instan e

p

i

an go ba k along

Surprisingly a non-simple path may be part of an optimal solution of

lap

though it is an absurd obje t when wavelength translation is not available.
Indeed let us suppose that we are in the (a)

:

V

!N

In this

ase, a path between

If all translations at
y
w

x

to

w

2

at

y

u

and

v

may go through a node

x

where it should be translated.

are already used, then one an pi k-up a translation at another node

by following a path from

1

ase of Denition 2: we are given a fun tion

upper bounding the authorized number of wavelength translations at ea h node.

x

to

y

using the original wavelength

and nally following a path from

lightpath looking like (u

! !
x

y; w

1 );

(y

y

! !
x

to

x

v; w

w

1,

then be translated from

with the wavelength

2 ).

w

2 , the resulting

Hen e non-simple paths may be a valid solution when one tries to minimize the maximal
omplexity of a node ( ase (a) of Denition 2) but will not be if the obje tive is to minimize
the total number of translations ( ase (b) of Denition 2). Please note that using non-simple
path is not non-sense from a te hnologi al point of view.

3 Lightpath assignment and Flow
Most

ilp)

(

ommuni ation problems have plenty of dierent writings as integer linear programs
but most of them are naive translations of

hoi es into binary variables, leading to

programs whi h linear relaxations hardly give informations on integral solutions. The only
interest of these

ilp

formulations lies in the existen e of e ient solvers. The

lap

ould be

another example of this rule without any better understanding of the problem.
In the following we prove that
graph.

lap

is a multi ommodity ow problem in an auxiliary

Our work is inspired by the study of the routing of a multi ast

1 It ould be more a urate to speak about
the sour e and ea h re ipient.
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translation-free

wdm networks presented in [BHP98℄.

applied to general

Re ently, a very similar idea has been

ommuni ation pattern on the same networks by [KS01℄.

We rst generalize the

ase of multi ast patterns to general

with a ow. Afterward we extend this to the general

mont where we solve the lap

ase where we use a multi ommodity

ow whi h is slightly more e ient than the one in [KS01℄ despite the generality.

3.1 Multi ast and general requests
At the rst glan e, the basi

part of a

ommuni ation pattern is the request between two

nodes whi h is ae ted a lightpath. Therefore there are in general a quadrati

number of

dierent kinds of requests in the network, one per pair of nodes. On the other hand, one
may aggregate this basi
level, hen e

parts in order to manipulate

ommuni ation patterns at a higher

omputationally more tra tably.

s

t

Figure 1: A multi ast request.

Indeed, a

(s; y )

ommuni ation pattern I

an be split into the set of multi asts M

2 gg, ea h of them gathering all requests of sour e
I

We show in the following that the
when the

lap

s.

s = ff(s; y )j

an be solved by a ow in an auxiliary graph

ommuni ation pattern is a multi ast.

3.2 Multi ast and ow
Our writing of the
1. The

lap

on multi ast as a ow problem uses the following three key ideas.

apa ity used by n units of ow going from node s to t in a ow network

de ompound into n simple paths from s to t using one unit of
2. A set of paths that

an use the same wavelength in a

an be

apa ity.

wdm network has load on link e

(i.e. the number of paths going through e) at most k (e) the number of bers on this
link.
3. A set of paths given by the de omposition of a ow has a load on link e exa tly the
same that the

apa ity used by the ow on e.

INRIA
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Therefore, given a network G, a multi ast pattern M rooted at a sour e node s, and all
the resour es of the network (w , k (e) and

(e)), we will build a ow network su h that there

j j units between the sour e and the sink if and only if there exists a lightpath

is a ow of M

between s and ea h re ipient within the resour e limits. Figure 2 des ribes the ow network
that solve the

lap

for the network and the multi ast pattern shown in Figure 1 when 3

wavelengths are available (for purpose of readability only one  translator widget is drawn.
There is one for ea h node).

s1

t1

s2

t2

S
S’
trans_+ u

trans_− u
super_t
s3

t3

Figure 2: The asso iated ow network with w = 3.

Ideas 2) and 3) drive us to
apa ity k (e) for all

w

opies of G with
an be modeled

by a unit of ow in the i

th

onsider a ow network

N where there are

opies of the link e. A beam in G using wavelength i
opy of G in

N.

Obviously a set of beams using w wavelengths and k (e) bers on any link e
modeled by a set of units of ow in

N where the

ope with w -lightpaths, we add a translator widget for any node u of G. Su h a widget

To

trans+
these two nodes with
u and transu , a link between
+
ited links from ea h ui to transu and from transu to ui .

is a made of 2 nodes
and 2w un apa

A lightpath whi h is translated from wavelength w

1

to w

2

at node u

trans+
u

and

transu .

Obviously if a set of lightpaths uses less than

modeled by a set of units of ow on

N respe ting all

In order to nd lightpaths between nodes s and t in G, we add a node

i

to ea h s , a node
we

super_t, and a link

an asso iate a unit of ow from

the lemma.

RR n° 4487

i

from ea h t to

S

to

super_t

w1

to u

(u) translations at any node
apa ities.

super_t.

and

(u)

apa ity

an be modeled

by previously des ribed units of ow for the beams and a unit of ow from u

t

an be

apa ities are respe ted.

S,

w2

u,

via

it is

a link from

S

To any lightpath from s to

onversely (using idea 1). Hen e

D. Coudert, H. Rivano
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Lemma 1

Sending

lightpaths from

s

to

d
t

S

units of ow between
in

and

super_t

in

G.

Considering a multi ast pattern M rooted at s,

super_t for all t 2 M onne
to all super_t nodes by a link of
node

N is equivalent to nd

d w-

N is the ow network where there is a

ted as des ribed previously and a last node

S'

onne ted

apa ity d(t) the number of lightpaths to be found from s

to t.

Theorem 2

Given a network

G,

auxiliary network

Proof :

a multi ast pattern

N a ow from S to S' of size PM
k (e)

the resour es of the network (w ,

and

M

rooted at a sour e node

(e)), solving the

lap

ea h t

2

From the lightpaths to the ow is straightforward.

M

ity d(t). Therefore, if there is a ow of size
of ow goes through ea h link from

there is d(t) units of ow from

S

to

super_t.

With few simplifying of the linear program, we

and all

d(t).

PMS'

From the ow to the lightpaths is for ed be ause the only links rea hing

super_t, t 2 M , with apa
S and S', exa tly d(t) units

s,

is equivalent to nd in the

super_t

S'.

to

Lemma 1 gives the

an write the

ome from

d(t)

lap as the

between

Hen e, for

on lusion.

following

ilp.

Integer Program 1

Kir ho laws:

Xf e C u Xf e C
8u 2X
M ; 8! < w;
Xf e
f e
Out u
X f e X f s In
8u 2X
V nV ;
XC u
C u
8u 2XM ;
X InOut u Xdduu
8u 2 V nVs ; 8! < w;
+ (u)

!(

) +

!(

) +

!(

)

+
!(

)

(u)

s

+ (u)

+ (s)

!<w
s

!<w

!<w

s
+
!(

!

(s)

)

!(

!(

)

!(

!<w

)

(u)
!

)

!(

)

( )

u2Ms

!(

( )

)

!(

)

! (u)

=0

=0
=0

=0

=0
=0

Capa ity onstraints:

X

8e 2 E; 8! < w; f! (e)  k(e)
C!+ (u)  (u)
8u 2 V nVs ;
!<w
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3.3 General ase and multi ommodity ow
We now address the
the previous network
The

lap

between
The
small
not

ase of a general

ommuni ation pattern I =

N by adding a group of nodes S,

L

s.

M

We generalize

super_t, S' for ea

h multi ast M .

is now equivalent to nding an integral ow of

Pt2M

s

s2E

d(s; t)

s

units

ommodities

S' for ea h s 2 E . The general shape of N is shown in Figure 3.
2
resulting ilp has O (jV j:(jE j + jV j):w ) variables and O (jV j :w ) onstraints whi
S

and

j j2 j j

ompared to the O ( V

: E :w )

j j3

and ( V

:w )

9

h is

of the one presented in [KS01℄ whi h does

apture multibers networks nor wavelength translation.
This major improvement on the size of the program has dramati

tra tability of the

omputing for both the exa t

approximation algorithms. Therefore we

ilp

onsequen es on the

and our randomized rounding based

an address larger networks and

ommuni ation

patterns.

S’1

S1

S2
S’2

S’3
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1

S3

Figure 3: General shape of the asso iated ow network.

4 Approximation
Multi ommodity ow problems are

NP -hard and among the hardest. Nonetheless theoret-

i al works on approximation have given strong results.
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The randomized rounding of the multi ommodity ow has been proved to a hieve a good
theoreti al approximation ratio despite the simpli ity and obvious sub-optimality of the
pro ess [MR95℄. This algorithm rst solve the

lp-relaxation

fra tional version of the key ideas given in Se tion 3.2
from s to t

to obtain fra tional ows. A

laims that a fra tional ow of n units

an be de ompound into many paths with positive fra tional weights summing up

to n. The randomized rounding essentially

onsists in sele ting at random one of these paths

with probability its weight divided by n. A simple analyze shows that the integral

apa ity

obtained after randomly rounding a whole multi ommodity ow is a sum of Bernoulli trials
with expe tan y the fra tional

apa ity. Therefore the gap between the rounded solution

and the fra tional one is low with high probability.
The main

omputational drawba k of this pro ess is that the number of paths

exponential. Hopefully one

an be

an prove with a martingale argument that these paths are not

expli itly required. The fra tional unit of ow des ribes in the network a weighted dire ted

a y li

graph (dag) whi h requires linear time

variables.

A random walk inside this

dag

omputation to be generated from the ow

gives a path whi h

ould be sele ted by the

randomized rounding. If the probability to go through an edge is proportional to its weight
the path is sele ted with the same probability as the randomized rounding.

Ps PM

We have implemented this approximation algorithm whi h has the ni e property to run
fairly qui kly sin e it only needs to solve the

j j

lp-relaxation on

e and then does

random walks of length O ( V :w ). It is interesting to note that the
dom walks is negligible
and

ompared to the solving of the

s d(s; t)

omputation of the ran-

lp-relaxation on any size of network
lp solver, plex.

ommuni ation pattern and even using one of the best

Though this approximation algorithm is very e ient, it is obvious that it is suboptimal
sin e all path sele tions are done independently. Our idea is to take previous
a

ount when

hoi es into

hoosing a path, hen e avoiding to over-load links that have already highly

Heur1) is at the opposite of the randomHeur1 onsists in modifying

loaded. The rst te hnique we have implemented (

ized rounding in the trade-o between e ien y and tightness.
the

apa ity fun tions k and

of the ow network after the

hoi e of a lightpath whi h has

non-integral weight in the fra tional solution, and to re ompute the

lp-relaxation

of the

multi ommodity ow where the relevant request has been de reased.
Obviously the optimality gap of the integral solution we generate is lower than in the
regular randomized rounding.

Our experiments validate this

approximation improvement is obtained at two

laim.

Unfortunately, this

osts. The rst is that we do not know how

to obtain a tight analysis of the approximation ratio. The best we

an do is obtained by a

straightforward and loose upper-bounding in a martingale pro ess and drives to the same
result as the randomized rounding. The se ond
solve many

lps.

ost is

omputational sin e we may have to

Heur2, whi h rounds independently one unit
lp, resulting in a more e ient but possibly less

We have implemented a mixed heuristi ,
of ow per multi ast before solving a new
a

urate approximation.
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In the following we validate our algorithms on two theoreti al examples and a large
real-world network.

5 Simulation results and dis ussions
5.1 Ben hmark instan es
Our simulations were run on two networks: a 10 nodes ring network and a pan-ameri an
network inter onne ting 65

ities

oast to

oast with 75 bidire tional links. Two

ation patterns on the ring were randomly generated as follows. There is a
node u to node v with probability 4=5 and ea h

1

ommuni-

onne tion from

onne tion requests from 1 to 10 lightpaths

with uniform probability. The rst pattern (I ) represents 376 lightpaths, the se ond one

2

(I ) 316.
The

ommuni ation pattern on the pan-ameri an network is a real-world instan e whi h

involves 1305 lightpaths.
The

omputations were run on a 933MHz PIII

omputer with 512Mo of RAM. The

plex.

were solved using

ilp

500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

80

Randomized rounding
Heur1
Heur2
ILP

Optimal solution
Randomized rounding

70
Number of fibers

Time in seconds

5.2 Dis ussion of results obtained

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

Number of wavelengths

(a) Running time

60

70

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Number of wavelengths

(b) Number of bers

Figure 4: Runs on the 10-ring

The results of our simulation on the ring and on the pan-ameri an network are plotted
in Figs. 4, 6 and 5.
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Time ratio
ILP over Heur2
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
14
12
4

6

8
Number
of fibers

8
10

6

12

14 4

Figure 5: Running ratio of

60000

Time in seconds

50000
40000

Number of fibers

Randomized rounding
Heur1
Heur2
ILP

30000
20000
10000
0
0

10

20
30
40
50
60
Number of wavelengths

(a) Running time

70

10
Number of
wavelengths

ilp vs

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Heur2

Optimal solution
Randomized rounding

0

10

20
30
40
50
Number of wavelengths
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Figure 6: Runs on the pan-ameri an network
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We rst remark that we were unable to nd

ases on the pan-ameri an network whi h

require translations. This is due the simpli ity of real-world
we previously fa ed in other situations [FPR
We only need translation with
In this

ase, the heuristi

Heur1

13

+ 01℄.

ommuni ation instan es that

2

on the ring with I , 1 ber, and 56 wavelengths.

was not able to answer the de ision problem without adding either

2 wavelengths or 1 translation per node.
Therefore, we plot in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the results of our simulations on the ring with

1 with no translation.

I

lap

Fig. 4(b) depi ts the minimum number of bers needed to solve the

as a fun tion of the number of available wavelengths while Fig. 4(a) gives the running

time of

plex

to solve the

ases.

ilp

and of our heuristi s to answer the

lap

for ea h of these

ilp. More unexpe ted is
ilp solving time on the number of wavelength. The more wavelengths,

Not surprisingly our heuristi s are far qui ker than solving the
the dependen y of the
the bigger the

ilp, hen

the pan-ameri an
the

e one

ould expe t an ever in reasing solving time as one

ase depi ted in Fig. 6(a). This weird shape

2

ommuni ation pattern is I .

The time ratio between

an see in

an also be observed when

plex

on the

ilp

and

Heur2

is depi ted in Fig. 5 with the number of bers and the number of wavelengths in [4; 14℄.
We believe that this behavior is due to the parti ular stru ture of the network sin e our
formulation is too general to be the most relevant here.
Nonetheless, our heuristi s almost always gives the optimal solution and the randomized
rounding as a gap of at most 3 bers per link. In the

ase of a single-ber translation-free

ring, this t the theoreti al analysis of the similar problem of

ir ular ar

graph

oloring

made in [Kum98℄.
The results obtained on the pan-ameri an network, plotted in Fig. 6, are more expe ted.
Our heuristi s are exponentially more e ient than
handle mu h larger networks and
to solve the

ilp

plex

on the

ilp and allow us to
plex was not able

ommuni ation pattern. For instan e

with more than 22 available wavelengths while our heuristi s

66. Note that the limit was due to huge

ould handle

omputation time as well as overwhelming memory

requirement.
We believe that we an go mu h further with the edge-path writing of the multi ommodity
ow

lp and

e ient operational resear h te hniques like

olumn generation.
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